Innovation Mentoring

Sophie Mather, Material Futurist with biov8tion is a world-renowned innovator,
entrepreneur and business owner. She accredits success to 25 years of first-hand
experience across the sustainable innovation landscape in Europe, Asia and the USA
working with a diversity of innovators from new business spin outs, manufacturing
partners and global corporate brands.

Experience

• Concept commercialisation
• Trailblazing emerging topics
• Pioneering resource development
• Establishing innovation hubs
• Developing intellectual property

Fuelled by the ‘bumps in the road’ as opportunities, she excels at turning innovation
challenges around by demystifying the complex, and inspiring fresh approaches.

Why?

You have a phenomenal opportunity to commercialise your truly innovative idea, however
you are working with an over stretched internal team and lack the brain space needed to
fully maximise your work.

What?

A fresh set of eyes into your business through structured and experienced innovation
mentoring, to enable you to reach your full commercial opportunities.

How?

So that we can support you best, we work through the following process:
1. We ask you to fill out a ‘Pre Meeting Form’ to enable us to do the preparation needed
ahead of a conversation with you. Included within this is an NDA to enable our
conversations to be open and productive.
2. We also provide you with pre meeting details on biov8tion and Material Futurist, Sophie
Mather so you can get an idea of how we have supported other businesses and
innovation work from the student level, new business starts up and large multi-national
corporations.
3. A 75-minute complimentary virtual meeting is scheduled to meet and ensure we are a
fit for each other. As well as providing you an opportunity for your questions, 30 minutes
of this session can be focused to a specific topic identified within your pre meeting form.
4. If we are a fit, together we work out a support structure that works for you. This is
through a retainer-based thought partnership relationship which includes regular
scheduling of more formal meetings with accountable actions, and more interim ‘ask for
help’ email support.

The Outcome
• You reach your commercial vision, by drawing on
external thought partnership to help you navigate the
inevitable bumps in your path.
• New opportunities can be explored with a fresh set of
eyes, experience and network to bring in a new
perspective.
• You reach your end goal knowing you can tap into this
external ‘brain space’ to prevent the burn out so
common with exciting innovative businesses.
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